
Do you want to learn new skills that will
boost your client base and income?

Or are you looking for a new business
adventure?

Viola Academy has created a collection of courses that are
tailored for a complete beginner to experience hairdresser. 
We take great pride in what we do and promise to provide
the finest training to ensure that our students have the best
knowledge and skills needed to become an approved and
certified Extensionist. 
By the end of our course, our students are fully equipped
with all the professional tools, materials and knowledge
needed to start their journey.



All Courses includes all the right
tools for the each method 

Viola Colour Ring
Training Head 
Training Hair full head worth 
Manuals with step by step guides 
Specialised Pliers 
Correct professional tools
Combes 
Bristle brush 
Beads, thread or Tapes 
Aftercare information
Consultation cards 
Viola Window sticker 
All comes in a stylish Viola tote Bag
Trade discount jumps straight to 25%



Spend the day focusing on one hair extension method, covers
theory, consultation, colour matching and practical. 
Viola courses are perfect if you already have experience with hair
extensions and you want to learn a new method or add a string to
your bow. With a maximum of 10 people per class ensures a relaxing
interactive learning environment.
Choice of methods

To book or for more information please call us on
01794 840130 or email us

support@violahairextensions.co.uk

Viola Hair Extensions Ltd Unit 14 Belbins Business Park, Cupernham Lane,
Romsey, Hampshire SO51 7JF

www.violahairextensions.co.uk

Nano Tip is Violas most popular method of hair extensions
application, very discrete with the use of tiny beads able to add
length and volume to even fine hair.

Nano Tip

Tape-in method is rapidly growing in population with hairdressers
and clients for its fast application and removal, adds length and
volume in minutes! Tapes lay flat to the scalp, which allows the hair
to be undetectable and comfortable.

Tape-in

Popular with celebrities, the beaded weave when mastered is a quick
and easy way to add length and volume. This course also covers
Eaziweave method, incredibly quick perfect for adding length and
volume without the use of glue or thread.

Beaded Weave & Eaziweave


